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Letters to the editor

Darwin’s ‘joint paper’
I would like to comment upon Alice 

Kenyon’s ‘Darwin’s “joint paper”’.1

The events leading up to the pub
lication of Charles Darwin’s On the 
Origin of Species were summarized 
in fine detail by Arnold Brackman.2  
Recognizing that Alice Kenyon con
fined her paper to the circumstances 
surrounding the formal publication 
of the theory of evolution by Charles 
Darwin and A.R. Wallace, there is 
more to this that your readers may find 
quite interesting.

To be as brief as possible, Darwin 
had cogitated over his theory for 
well over a decade when, in 1855, he 
received Wallace’s ‘Sarawak’ paper 
written in February of that year and 
submitted for publication.  Darwin 
realized that Wallace was extremely 
close to being acclaimed the author 
of the very theory that he had himself 
been working on for all these years.  
Darwin’s friend and mentor, Charles 
Lyell, persuaded him to immediately 
begin writing an abstract on all that he 
had thus far discovered.

Three years later, in June of 1858, 
he suffered a second shock when he 
received a copy of Wallace’s ‘Ter
nate’ paper.  This paper outlined the 
entire theory that Darwin had so 
painstakingly been preparing for publi
cation.  Wallace’s theory was complete 
with the elusive ‘key’, the survival of 
the fittest as the mechanism by which 
selection took place and caused one 
species to diverge to become another.  
As we shall see, ‘divergence’ is the key 
word that until this moment Darwin 
seems not to have considered.

Darwin was devastated but his 
friends, Charles Lyell and Joseph 
Hooker, came to the rescue in what 
was described as a ‘delicate arrange
ment’.  They conspired to present 
to the Linnaean Society meeting in 
London on 1 July 1858, Darwin’s 
1844 sketch of his theory (which did 
not mention divergence), followed by 
reading Darwin’s copy of his letter to 
Asa Gray of 5 September 1857, which 
purportedly did mention divergence.  
Finally, they read Wallace’s Ternate 

paper of March 1858.  The protocol of 
science would dictate that as a ‘paper’, 
Wallace’s presentation should have 
been made first.

The purpose of the entire exercise 
was to establish the priority for Dar
win by presenting it in a gentlemanly 
manner as a ‘joint paper’ but then by 
reading Darwin’s copy of his letter to 
Asa Gray to establish Darwin as the true 
originator.  We should be reminded that 
there was no such thing as photocop
ies in those days and authors of letters 
had to handwrite two copies of every 
letter; one was sent to the recipient and 
the other was kept for reference when 
the reply was received.  This could be 
six months later in the case of overseas 
correspondents.  It would be a simple 
matter for Darwin to write another copy 
of his letter to Asa Gray and include the 
sentence using the word ‘divergence’ 
thus securing his priority.  Darwin 
actually admitted editing his copy of 
the letter to Asa Gray for the Linnaean 
Society meeting.  Indeed, it might well 
be questioned whether Darwin ever 
wrote the alleged letter to Asa Gray 
in the first place.  It turns out that cor
respondence for the period just prior to 
the July meeting is mysteriously miss
ing, and there seems to be no record of 
the actual letter received by Asa Gray.  
All of Gray’s replies to Darwin for this 
crucial period are also missing.  All 
this was part of what Lyell meant by a 
‘delicate arrangement’.  Circumstances 
conspired in their favour because Asa 
Gray was in America and thus could 
not be contacted in time; Wallace was 
safely out of the way in the Malayan 
jungle suffering with bouts of fever; and 
Darwin was at that time embroiled in a 
diseaseravaged household and could 
not attend the meeting, so contrary to 
what is commonly reported, Darwin did 
not present a preliminary joint paper 
with the Wallace paper and ‘with fine
ness of character’ share the priority with 
Wallace.  It would, in fact, be another 
full year before Darwin made his for
mal disclosure in his ‘abstract’ which 
appeared as the title, On the Origin of 
Species in November 1859.3 

The media and science community 
of the day referred to what we now call 

‘Darwin’s Theory’ as the DarwinWal
lace Theory, but Wallace was always 
cast into Darwin’s shadow.  Then, after 
Wallace’s public excursion into the 
occult, his name was quickly dropped 
altogether.  The general public today 
seldom hear of Wallace’s name.  Such 
is the doubtful and confused paternity 
of a theory birthed a century and a half 
ago and that has been the cause of more 
bloodshed, misery and plain wrong
headedness than any other theory.

Ian T. Taylor
Kingston, Ontario
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Green River fish fos-
sils

The article in the last issue of TJ 
entitled Fish preservation, fish copro-
lites and the Green River formation by 
D.A. Woolley,1 missed a rather obvious 
speculative point.  From a catastrophic 
perspective, fish that bear their young 
alive should be expected to leave a 
fossil record of the traumainduced 
aborted young, in addition to a record 
of their traumainduced tetany and fe
cal remains.  Indeed, such appears to 
be the case.  In the evolutionary book 
Discovering Fossil Fishes2 we find a 
photograph of a fossil stingray from 
the Green River formation.  This 30
cm Heliobatis stingray is surrounded 
by three small pups each 4 cm long.  
The author discusses this event in 
pages 108–114 of his book.  He reasons 
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along familiar uniformitarian lines.
‘Evidently the environment be
came stressful, perhaps from heat, 
or desiccation, or some oxygen
robbing algal bloom, causing the 
mother to release the pups from 
her uterus before dying; the lives of 
the unfortunate babies were all too 
short, for they barely swam a few 
centimeters before succumbing to 
their mother’s fate.’
 The more reasonable cata

strophic explanation of this event, 
along with the difficulties with the 
author’s hypotheses, follows the lines 
of reasoning on fish tephonomy pre
sented in Woolley’s article.1

Furthermore, the speculation that 
the Green River formation would not 
be the only formation to show a cor
relation between fish coprolites and 
fish preservation is strengthened by 
examining Dr Bruce Cornet’s Web 
site (where excellent correlation is 
seen from the graphs of fossil fish 
remains and presumably the coprolites 
of Diplurus, a coelacanth).3  This is 
for a site in the state of Connecticut 
in the United States of America.  The 
layers in the fossil site are part of the 
Newark Group.  However, the remark
able vertical correlation exists only for 
the lower 80% of the fossil beds of this 
formation.

Bruce Lee Woolley
North Kingstown, Rhode Island
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Uranus is special
The article The age of the Jovian 

planets1 states three times that Ura
nus’ thermal behaviour is like that of 

the other Jovian planets.  This is not 
true.  Uranus’ thermal behaviour is 
distinctive, as discussed in the paper 
on this topic included elsewhere in 
this issue.2

Jonathan Henry
Clearwater, Florida
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Doppler truth—does 
it really matter?

It is rather an anomaly, and for 
good reason, when a noncreationist 
astronomer receives a favourable book 
review in a creationist publication.  
How about two favourable reviews?1,2  
Whether Halton Arp appreciates it is 
perhaps another matter.  I am sure it 
is always rewarding when someone 
patronises your viewpoint.  Mean
while I doubt that the patronage has 
done much for Arp’s popularity in the 
big bang uniformitarian caucus, and 
probably more of them read the journal 
than we think.

But let’s face it, Arp’s not look
ing for citations from creationists, 
nor expecting them from the above 
mentioned conjectural empiricists.  
He just wants to say it like it is, and 
Oard’s book review highlighted (along 
with some very serious censorship 
protestations) Arp’s objection, in his 
saying that ‘the “big bang” is “wildly 
incorrect” [emphasis added].’3  I 
think the reader will agree that Arp is 
just telling the truth.  It’s like the pro
secuting attorney who could not shake 
the testimony of a very young girl fac
ing him on the witness stand.  So, after 
pausing a moment for effect he asked 
her, ‘Did your father tell you what you 
were to say?’  She answered, ‘Yes, he 

did.’  Smiling triumphantly at the jury 
he said, ‘Would you tell the court what 
he told you to say?’  She answered, ‘He 
told me to tell the truth.’

Does it really matter?  Most assur
edly!  If truth is not the ruling paradigm 
(and that’s what Answers In Genesis 
is all about) what remains is not the 
truth but the next thing to downright 
dishonesty.  If the big bang hypothesis 
is true, Earth was a chance aberration, 
resulting from an absurdly lengthy 
sequence of astronomical quirks, and 
the Answer is not in Genesis!

William Tompkins
Toronto, Ontario
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Searching for Moses 
David Down’s article on Moses 

was of great interest to me.  I would 
like to comment on two small points in 
an otherwise excellent article.

Creationists have just begun to 
appreciate that secular archaeology is 
having a stronger negative impact on 
belief in the Bible than evolution.  In 
1994, Aardsma, then of Institute for 
Creation Research, even proposed 
that the Exodus was in the third mil
lennium bc to avoid the rather strong 
contradictions in the current archaeo
logical interpretations.  Unfortunately, 
the archaeologists are looking for 
evidence in the wrong places because 
they have a poor chronology based on 
poor Egyptian chronology.  

Unfortunately, Biblical scholars 
have inadvertently contributed to the 
confusion by supporting a poor Bibli
cal chronology.  I believe we cannot 
combat the former before we fix the 
latter.  To this purpose, I constructed 


